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WHITEPAPER

SAVING STREET DOGS AROUND THE WORLD



Back in 1984, a scrappy group of friends from far corners of the 

globe settled in a remote area of Utah’s high desert … and took 

the first steps to forever changing the future for pets in shelters.

More than 200 Million strays roam the streets globally, with 

many suffering from abuse, starvation, injury and sickness. 

$Shibstate is a project to help saving and improving the lives of

defenseless and vulnerable street dogs around the world. We

focus on providing resources to those living local to the dogs

who are dedicated to helping these animals, typically using their

own very limited means. We work to provide support to these

local rescuers who often go without food and basic needs in

order to help these at-risk dogs. We work to help underfunded

and overflowing shelters. We also help facilitate transport of

these street pups internationally as well provide emergency

medical care, spay and neuter programs and vaccination

programs. Stray Dog relies on donations and sponsorship to not

only provide food and medicine for the dogs, but also to give

them love, confidence and dignity. Stray Dog does not have a

direct adoption program, rather we work with partner rescues.

INTROUDUCTION



$SHIBSTATE PROJECT THAT HELPS HOMELESS ANIMALS.

$Shibstate is a project designed to help

homeless animals. The main goal of the

$Shibstate project is to provide all possible

assistance to homeless animals, such as:

charitable activities to existing shelters

organization of animal shelters around the

world assistance in adoption A separate fund is

being created for assistance, to which 0.3% of

each transaction will be deducted.

Token holders will also be able to participate in

voting related to the choice of certain

measures to promote shelters and help

homeless animals.

A community of people united by the idea of

helping homeless animals, developing shelters

and adopting will be gathered around the

project.



We are a 100% volunteer

based organization. All of the

donations go directly to

helping the street dogs of the

world. We rely on the help of

the people who live local to

these animals and have no

paid employees.

OUR TEAM



OUR GOAL

Our goal is to help stray dogs in

need. We support local street

rescuers who love and care for the

dogs in their local community but do

not have the resources to do so. We

provide food, medicine, shelter and

emergency vet care. We also support

a number of shelters and rehome

dogs in the World through our

partner network.



TOKENOMIC CHART



0x4A09A58b40597cF8f5C26011E846A7cEC2EEF4ff
Name: SHIBSTATE

Symbol: SHIBX
total supply: 21,000,000,000



Liquidity and Stability Reserve (15%):
DEX: 340,000,000
CEX: 2,810,000,000
Development and Innovation (20%):
4,200,000,000 tokens
Community Engagement and Rewards (15%):
3,150,000,000 tokens
Strategic Partnerships and Collaborations (5.24%):
1,100,000,000 tokens
Ecosystem Expansion and Integration (10%):
2,100,000,000 tokens
Marketing and Awareness (13%):
2,730,000,000 tokens
Contingency and Future Planning (17%):
3,570,000,000 tokens
Private Investores (4.76%):
1,000,000,000 tokens



TOKEN ECONOMY:
The $Shibstate token is a utility token based on the BEP-20 standard, and acts as an 
exchange medium in the whole $Shibstate ecosystem.

Shibstate Distribution Breakdown:
There are 21,000,000,000 minted $SHIBX. This is the maximum number of tokens 
that can be minted and all $SHIBX have been minted.

Rewards & Promotions:
$SHIBX has allocated 10% of the total supply for user 
rewards and promotions including airdrops.



Liquidity:
Establishing a strong liquidity pool and reserve to ensure stability and a smooth 
start for the project.

Development and Innovation:
Continuous development and innovation to stay competitive and attractive.

Community Engagement and Rewards:
Incentivizing and engaging the community to foster a 
strong and loyal user base.



Strategic Partnerships and 
Collaborations:
Building partnerships and collaborations to 
expand the project's reach and enhance its 
ecosystem.

Ecosystem Expansion and Integration:
Supporting the integration of the token into various platforms and promoting 
ecosystem growth.



Marketing and Awareness:
Allocating additional funds for marketing and creating awareness about the project 
to attract users and investors.

Contingency:
Reserving funds for unforeseen circumstances, strategic 
initiatives, and future planning to ensure sustainability 
and adaptability of the project.

Private Investores:
Is a specialized wallet exclusively designed for private 
investors in the Shibstate project, offering a tailored 
experience for those seeking confidentiality and ease of 
use within the Shibstate ecosystem.



✔️Contract Development
✔️Website Launch

✔️Social Media Growth
✔️Marketing Campaigns
✔️Whitepaper Release

✔️Introduction of 
SMMSamFoundationBot

✔️Launch of FuturesSamFoundationBot
✔️Unveiling P2PSamFoundationBot

✔️Rollout of Shibstate's EuroUSDSignals
Implementation of Shibstate Funding 

Platform (SFP)
✔️Introduction of NFTs
✔️Initial CEX Listings

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 1

Phase 2

ShibX Rocket
ShibX Avertiement
CoinGecko Listing

CoinMarketCap Listing
Additional CEX Listings

Certik Audit
Introduction of Staking Platform

Launch of Shibstate Merchandise Store
Introduction of RoboCare Canine Assistants

Virtual Adoption Experience (VAE)

Rollout of Virtual Adaption
Experience (VAE) 
Brand Marketing

Further Expansion 
with Additional CEX Listings

Centralized Exchange Bot
Propy ShibX

XCHAIN



Introduction to Shibstate
Products and Robots:

SMMSamFoundationBot:
SMMSamFoundationBot, a Shibstate product, is a cutting-edge social media management bot 
designed to provide comprehensive services across various social networks. Social media is a 
vital tool for marketing products, promoting brands, connecting with customers, and fostering 
new business. The bot boosts audience growth, perfectly aligning with Shibstate's mission to 
elevate online presence and enhance social media strategies.

As part of our commitment to the well-being of 
homeless animals and the sustainability of our 
mission, Shibstate proudly introduces a range of 
innovative products and robots designed to not only 
generate income for the project but also amplify our 
impact on global animal welfare.



FuturesSamFoundationBot:
FuturesSamFoundationBot, a Shibstate product, seamlessly integrates centralized exchange 
spot functionality with a unique chance factor. It allows traders to buy and sell assets at 
prevailing market prices, settling transactions 'on the spot' immediately after both buyer and 
seller orders are filled. This dynamic robot enhances user experiences, showcasing Shibstate's
commitment to cutting-edge innovation in the centralized exchange space.

P2PSamFoundationBot:
P2PSamFoundationBot, a Shibstate
product, facilitates the seamless 
conversion of digital and fiat currencies, 
allowing direct exchanges without 
intermediaries. This user-friendly 
platform ensures versatile currency 
conversions, promoting transparent and 
secure P2P transactions on decentralized 
blockchain networks.



Shibstate's EuroUSDSignals:

Shibstate Funding Platform (SFP):
The Shibstate Funding Platform connects individuals and businesses directly with our mission, 
allowing users to transparently contribute to projects like shelter upgrades, medical care, and 
community outreach.

Discover Shibstate's EuroUSDSignals, your AI-
powered solution for accurate Forex trading signals. 
Informed by technical analysis, historical price action, 
and fundamental insights, our signals empower 
traders with timely information for strategic 
decision-making and successful trading strategies.



NFTs:
Shibstate introduces NFTs for supporters to contribute actively, with each purchase directly 
funding projects. Holders gain exclusive access to events, fostering a unique connection within 
the Shibstate community through NFTs. Stay tuned for the launch of three innovative future 
products from the Shibstate team, all designed to enhance user experience and contribute to 
Shibstate's commitment to improving the lives of homeless animals worldwide.

Shibstate Merchandise Store:
Show your support for Shibstate with our exclusive merchandise. From 
apparel to accessories, every purchase contributes to the project's 
income, ensuring a sustainable future for our mission.
RoboCare Canine Assistants:
Our cutting-edge RoboCare Canine Assistants are AI-powered robots 
designed to provide care and companionship to stray dogs in need. 
Equipped with advanced sensors and programmed with empathy, these 
robots offer support in monitoring, feeding, and interacting with street 
dogs, contributing to their overall well-being.



Virtual Adoption Experience (VAE):
The Virtual Adoption Experience allows users to virtually adopt a stray 
dog, fostering a sense of connection and responsibility. Funds 
generated from virtual adoptions directly contribute to real-life care 
for homeless animals, including food, shelter, and medical assistance.



Thank 
You

There is nothing more heartwarming and rewarding than
knowing that one of our rescue dogs is finally home and in
loving hands, and we extend a heartfelt thank you to every
one of you who made a dog’s dream come true.
So many of our dogs have found wonderful homes and are
currently receiving excellent care and plenty of love.
We are beyond grateful for each one of our rescue partners,
adopters, donors and supporters who have helped give one of
our dogs a happy ending after a life-long struggle for survival.
Please help us in our mission – the street dogs of the world are
counting on us! Stray Dog has no paid employees and no
overhead costs so you can be assured 100% of your donation
goes to improving the circumstances of street dogs around
the world.
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CONCLUSION:



The distribution of this Whitepaper and the sale of tokens do
not imply that the information contained herein is accurate
after the date of this Whitepaper.

The directors of the Company have taken all reasonable
precautions to ensure that the information provided is true
and accurate in all material respects and that there are no
other important facts which have been omitted, that would
render any statements herein, whether factual or opinion-
based, misleading.

The content of this Whitepaper should not be interpreted as
legal, investment, or tax advice. We urge each prospective
token buyer to obtain independent legal, investment, and tax
advice on the implications of purchasing the token

WWW.SHIBSTATE.COM

Legal Disclaimer :



nvesting in SHIBX tokens carries risks, including market
volatility and potential financial loss. Token values may
fluctuate, and investors should be aware of cryptocurrency
investment risks. The SHIBX team does not guarantee future
token prices, and investors are responsible for their decisions.
Thorough research and professional advice are recommended
before participating in the SHIBX token sale.
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Investment Risk Disclaimer:



Stay In Touch

With US

Keep Contact

@SHIBSTATE                      (CHANNEL)
@SHIBSTATE_TALK            (GROUP) 
@SHIBSTATE_FARSI          (PERSIAN)
@SHIBSTATE_CHINESE     (CHINESE)
AND OTHER REIGONS SOON…

TELEGRAM

@SHIBSTATE
TWITTER (X)

@SHIBSTATE
REDDIT

@SHIBSTATE
DISCORD

@SHIBSTATE
MEDIUM


